COVID Operational Readiness
How crisis will affect EH&S
Adapting to the “New Norm”
As we take the global journey to recover from
this challenging and unexpected crisis, organizations will be intensely zeroed in on the operational challenges COVID presents. This includes ongoing health surveillance and practice, control
reportability, and business continuity management. Considering the general practices built
within a well-rounded EHS program and now
supporting Operational Readiness as a result of
COVID, the LyfeCycle solution is helping companies navigate the health, safety and operational
issues that go hand and hand with employees returning to the job.
LyfeCycle assists organizations in maintaining
operational continuity as we collectively discover
the new road that lies before us. Public health
professionals currently estimate that this could
take between one to three years. During this period, companies will need to continuously monitor for infection while maintaining a robust set of
controls and procedures for assessing and mitigating COVID risks.

Best Practices Tracking - COVID testing
tracking, PPE assignment/fit testing, Quarantine
and monitoring, Quarantine and return to work
accommodations, Employee self-assessments.
Job Hazard Analysis- PPE and work practices
hazards and controls assessment, Hazard reporting and PPE gap analysis
Compliance Management- Company and gov.
COVID policy compliance, tracking and tasking.
Health & Safety Audit- Work area and practice inspections, Hygiene/cleaning inspections,
Post-infection inspections, Remote or offsite work
practice inspections, Internal audit compliance.
Event Management– Infection event reporting/
investigation, Potentially exposed employee identification and management, Policy violation
events and investigations, Shutdown or isolation
events and management
Metrics- Site risk and exposure assessments,
PPE availability assessments, Testing/infection/
monitoring metrics, Supplier & critical supply
assessments

“By design functions created for EHS compliance in the modern world, yet flexible enough to adapt to the
COVID crisis at hand. We are guiding organizations toward better EH&S practice, as well as supporting
what operational readiness will mean to each organization, uniquely.” -Steve Taylor, LyfeCycle
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BUILT WITH INTENT

Several significant EH&S leaders
worked with LUX interactive a
few years back to develop a custom
EH&S solution that delivers functionality EH&S programs truly
need to evolve. Upon completion,
the feedback was overwhelming.
We quickly knew we had something special that other organizations could benefit from!

LUX interactive is a first-in class
Software Company that has been
servicing clients in a strategic and
custom way for the last two decades. From large clientele such as
Spirit Airlines and Red Roof Inn
to local Associations like the Michigan CPA's and Michigan Realtors; LyfeCycle is founded on a
strong and credible reputation in
creating superior solutions industry-wide.

Well rounded EH&S technology
should be both impactful and
affordable to organizations of all
sizes (Global or Local). LyfeCycle
is changing how these organizations can quickly and effectively
make positive changes and improvements to their programs as
soon as a few days post implementation.
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